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Abstract 

 

The selectivity mechanism of the UV-light activated metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) 

gas sensors was studied. A reaction model based on two competing redox processes was 

presented to solve the selectivity problem. A concept named dynamic equilibrium of 

adsorbed oxygen concentration was brought about in this model and two reaction 

responses were discussed: (1) when most of the MOS surface is adsorbed with oxygen, 

the resistance of the MOS gas sensor will decrease upon the injection of reducing agents 

(RAs); (2) when most of the MOS surface is not adsorbed with oxygen, the resistance of 

the MOS gas sensor will decrease upon the injection of RAs. Finally, experiments were 

conducted on ZnO MOS gas sensors to prove the proposed hypothesis of the reaction 

mechanism. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Gas sensors and their applications 

 

The sensorial perception of the surroundings is very important for the development of 

animal and human lives. Humans will respond differently to various smells like sour meat 

and rotten eggs to avoid the danger of intaking unhealthy foods. Nevertheless, the human 

olfactory system can only detect a few kinds of gases qualitatively. [1] Thus, the detection 

of poisonous CO, explosive liquefied petroleum gas and other dangerous vapors will 

acquire the assist of modern sensor technology. And the ethanol sensors can take the 

place of traditional detection methods for finding out drunken drivers.[1] Furthermore, 

some intrinsic correlations between breathe odors and diseases can be utilized in medical 

diagnostics. In 1971, Pauling et al[2] separated and quantitated 250 substances in human 

breath by gas-chromatograph method. The research of the relationship between human 

breath and disease diagnostics has attracted the research community since then.[3-6] Some  

organic compounds for the identification of several common diseases are shown in Table 
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1.1. Although the reliability of this kind of method is still under investigation, the 

advantageous of non-invasive and convenient compared with traditional detecting 

approaches make gas sensors very promising. 

 

Table 1.1 Some common diseases identified by volatile organic compounds 

Disease Compound(s) 

Asthma Leukotrienes[7] 

Liver disease Hydrogen disulfide, limonene[8] 

Non cholestatic Hydrogen disulfide, 2-propanol[8] 

Breast cancer 
Quinazolinone, 1-phenyl-ethanone, 

Heptanal[9] 

Sleep apnea Interleukin IL-6, 8-isoprostane[10] 

Uremia/kidney failure Dim ethylamine, trim ethylamine[11] 

Diabetes Acetone[12] 

 

1.2 Typical types of gas sensors 

 

Gas sensors can be classified according to the operation mechanism (semiconductors, 

oxidation, catalytic, infrared, etc.).[13] The four typical ones are electrochemical sensors, 

catalytic sensors, infrared sensors or IR detectors and metal oxide semiconductor sensors. 
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1.2.1 Electrochemical sensors 

 

The working principle of electrochemical gas sensors is that the target gas was oxidized 

or reduced at an electrode and the gas concentration was measured through the resulting 

current.[14] The oldest electrochemical sensors date back to the 1950s and were used for 

oxygen monitoring.[15] By the mid-1980s, miniaturized electrochemical sensors were 

utilized in the detection of toxic gases, with the sensor exhibiting good sensitivity and 

selectivity.[15] Figure 1.1 shows some electrochemical sensors. 

 

	  

Figure 1.1 Electrochemical sensors[16]	  
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A typical electrochemical sensor consists of a sensing electrode (or working electrode), 

and a counter electrode separated by a thin layer of electrolyte, Figure 1.2. 

 

	  

Figure 1.2 Typical electrochemical sensor setup[15] 

 

The gas first passes through a capillary diffusion opening and then diffuses through a 

hydrophobic barrier, and then gets in contact with the electrode surface.[15] The 

hydrophobic membrane can allow the gas to pass through to get in touch with the sensing 

electrode while at the same time prevent the electrolyte to get out. The gas that gets to the 

other side of the membrane reacts on the sensing electrode. An oxidation or reduction 

reaction is catalyzed by the electrode material specifically developed for the gas of 

interest. A current proportional to the gas concentration flows between the anode and the 

cathode and can be used to determine the gas concentration. Typical reactions are shown 
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in equations below. 

 

Anode: 𝐶𝑂 + 𝐻! → 𝐶𝑂! + 2𝐻! + 2𝑒! [15] 

Cathode: 𝑂! + 4𝐻! + 4𝑒! → 2𝐻!𝑂    [15] 

 

It is very important to have a stable and constant potential at the sensing electrode. In 

reality, the sensing electrode potential does not remain constant due to the continuous 

electrochemical reaction taking place on the surface of the electrode. To improve the 

performance of the sensor, a reference electrode is introduced. A fixed stable potential is 

applied to the sensing electrode. The reference electrode maintains the value of this fixed 

voltage.[15] 

 

1.2.2 Catalytic sensors 

 

A catalytic sensor is a type of sensor that is used for combustible gas detection known as 

pellistors.[17] It is often called as catalytic bead sensors for their shape, which is shown in 

Figure 1.3(a). Catalytic-type gas sensor consists of two elements: a detector element (D) 

that contains catalytic material and is sensitive to combustible gases, and a compensator 

element (C) that is inert.[18] A schematic detector diagram is shown in Figure 1.3(b).[19] 

The detector consists of a very fine coil of platinum wire, embedded with a ceramic 

pellet.[19] On the surface of the pellet is a layer of a high surface area noble metal, 
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Figure 1.3 A catalytic bead sensor (a)[17]; detector schematic diagram (b)[19]; catalytic 

sensor operating circuit (c)[19] 

	  

which, when hot, acts as a catalyst to promote exothermic oxidation of flammable 

gases.[19] Combustible gases will burn only on the detector element, causing a rise in its 

temperature and, as a result, a rise in its resistance.[18] The compensator’s temperature and 

resistance will remain unchanged in the presence of combustible gases.[18] Normally the 
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detector and the compensator will form a Wheatstone bridge circuit, which is shown in 

Figure 1.3(c). The change of the resistance of the detector under the influence of 

combustible gases will cause an imbalance in the bridge circuit, thus producing an output 

voltage.[19] The output voltage signal is proportional to the concentration of combustible 

gases.[18] Gas concentration can be determined by measuring the output voltage. 

 

1.2.3 Infrared sensors or IR detectors 

 

In 1800, the astronomer Sir William Herschel demonstrated the existence of a 

considerable amount of energy in the solar spectrum beyond the red end of the visible 

spectrum, what we now term infrared (IR) radiation.[20] Since then many scientists have 

devoted their efforts to IR gas sensing. But it was not until the development of 

non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) techniques that practical IR gas sensors were possible.[20]  

Infrared gas sensors work based on the principle of infrared absorption.[21] Gases whose 

molecules consist of two or more dissimilar atoms absorb infrared radiation in a unique 

manner and are detectable using infrared techniques.[22] The infrared spectrum between 2 

and 20𝜇𝑚  is of use in gas detection because it is here that many gases show 

characteristic vibration/rotation absorption spectra with narrow, non-overlapping bands[23], 

Figure 1.4. A typical Infrared measurement system is shown in Figure 1.5. An infrared 

source illuminated a volume of gas that has entered inside the measurement chamber.[21] 

The gas absorbs some of the infrared wavelengths as the light passes through it, while 
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others pass through it completely unattenuated.[21] The amount of absorption is related to 

the concentration of the gas and is measured by a set of optical detectors and suitable 

electronic systems.[21] Because factors other than gas can lead to a change in the detected 
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Figure 1.4 Absorption bands of common gases between 2.5 and 5 𝜇𝑚; absorption bands 

of common gases between 6 and 12 𝜇𝑚[23] 

 
 

signal, causing a reading error.[24] A reference signal detector is introduced into the system. 

It is equally affected by all the non-gas phenomena, so by taking the ratio of the signals 

from the two detectors we can eliminate or reduce the effect of other factors.[24] 

 

	  

Figure 1.5 Infrared detector measuring scheme[21] 
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1.2.4 Metal Oxide Semiconductor sensors 

Metal Oxide based gas sensors have been developed in the second half of the 20th 

century[1] after the absorption or desorption of a gas on the surface of a metal oxide 

changes the conductivity of the material was found out in 1962[25]. The advantages of low 

cost, simplicity of assembly[25], flexibility of usage and large number of detectable 

gases/possible application fields[26] make them a very desirable technology to exploit. The 

first application was using ZnO thin films as chromatographic detectors[1], Figure 1.6. 

Although the response time was not as ideal as traditional methods, the sensitivity was 

100-times higher[1]. Since then, many efforts have been devoted to the metal oxide gas 

sensor market to improve their performances. The change in device structure, different 

synthesis methods, the adding of various additives and other techniques have all been 

 

 

	  

Figure 1.6 Metal oxide thin film utilized as chemoresistive detector for gas 
chromatography[1] 
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tried by scientists all over the world. Different types of sensor substrates have been 

developed, eg. cylindrical and planar layouts[1], Figure 1.7, to help incorporating 

solid-state semiconductor sensors into micro-sized devices.[1]  

	  

Figure 1.7 (a) Sintered-block gas sensor and (b) planar-film gas sensor with interdigitated 

electrodes[1] 

	  
The sensing properties can be improved by decreasing the metal oxide material grain size 

to nanoscale[1], for there’s a higher efficiency of conversion from chemical interactions to 

electrical signal[26]. Furthermore, some one-dimension metal oxides whose grain sizes are 

comparable to twice the Debye length[1, 26]have been studied recently to achieve a higher 

sensitivity. But if the grain size is way too small, the sensitivity may get lower for there 

are possibilities of agglomerating and losses of structural stability[26]. Other techniques 

through changing the morphology besides decreasing the grain size can also improve the 

sensitivity. For example, different crystallographic facets exposed on the surface[26] and 

varying surface to volume ratio[1] can make a difference on the performance of the gas 
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sensors, too. The adding of noble metal particles on the sensor surface can help increasing 

the sensitivity mainly through the spillover effects[1]. These particles work as 

high-effective oxidation catalysts[26] to enhance the reactions that are taken place on the 

sensor surface. Scientists also found that the composites of different metal oxides exhibit 

higher sensitivity than sensors constructed solely from one oxide.[26] Typical synthesis 

methods are chemical vapour deposition (CVD), screen-printing of ceramic powders, 

sol-gel techniques and physical vapour deposition (PVD).[25] 

The basic working principle of metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) sensors is that the 

donor electrons in MOS are attracted by the oxygen species adsorbed on the sensor 

surface.[28] Then the introduced target gas reacts with these adsorbed species and the 

electrons will be released back to the conduction band of MOS and an electronic variation 

will take place[27]. By measuring the resistance change through the varying of capacitance, 

work function, optical characteristics and other parameters, the type and concentration of 

the target can be determined.[27] But not all of the MOS materials can be utilized in the 

sensing field. The transition-metal oxides (CuO, etc) are seldom chosen as sensor 

materials for they only have one oxidation state and more energy is needed to activate the 

reaction[27]. Actually, metal oxides with d0 and d10 electronic configurations can be used in 

gas sensing applications.[26]  
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1.2.5 Comparison between different sensor techniquese 

 

Electrochemical sensor technology has the advantages of: 

l can be specific to a particular gas or vapour in the parts-per-million range[29]; 

l Linear output, low power requirements and good resolution[29]; 

l Excellent repeatability and accuracy[29]; 

They have the disadvantages of: 

l Narrow or limited temperature range[29]; 

l Cross-sensitivity of other gases[29]; 

l Can not detect combustible gases[29]; 

l Relatively complicated system, involving three electrodes and electrolyte. 

Catalytic sensors have the advantages of: 

l Easy to install, calibrate and use[30]; 

l Long lived with a low life-cycle cost[30]; 

l Immensely flexible with application[30]; 

They have the disadvantages of: 

l Catalysts can be poisoned due to contamination[30]; 

l Prolonged exposure to high concentrations of combustible gas will lead to 

degradation of sensor performance[30]. 

IR detectors have the advantages of: 

l No contamination or poisoning problems[30]; 

l No routine calibration[30]; 
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l Oxygen not needed for operation[30]; 

l Not easily influenced by ambient atmosphere. 

Their disadvantages are: 

l Higher cost; 

l Gases must be infrared active; 

l Lower ambient temperature[30]. 

Advantages of MOS gas sensors: 

l High sensitivity[31]; 

l Good stability[31]; 

l Long life time[31]; 

l Low cost[31]; 

Their disadvantages: 

l Easily interfered by other gases[31]; 

l Relatively longer recovery time[31]; 

l Oxygen concentration, humidity and temperature have large influence on sensor 

performance[31]. 

In this study, we choose MOS gas sensors to conduct the research. Because their 

characteristics of low cost, portable, high sensitivity and easy to fabricate make MOS 

sensors very promising products for various applications. 
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1.3 Two types of MOS gas sensors 

 

The operation of MOS gas sensors needs some external factors to trigger. The most 

common ones are activated by heat and activated by UV light. 

 

1.3.1 Heat activated MOS gas sensors 

 

The surface redox reactions need large activation energy, thereby a high operating 

temperature is needed for the MOS sensor to work.[32] Thus, a heater must be incorporated 

into the sensor device. An example is shown in Figure 1.8. In air, the electrons in the 

oxides are attracted by the oxygen species adsorbed on the sensor surface, impeding the 

flow of current.[28] Under room temperature, the ionized oxygen is only chemisorbed onto 

the surface in its molecular form, 𝑂!!, which is less reactive.[36] At higher temperatures, 

the 𝑂!! can be dissociated into more active species as 𝑂! and 𝑂!![36] to promote the 

reactions between these oxygen species and target gases. 
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Figure 1.8 Schematic of a heat-activated sensor: thick films were deposited onto 

substrates[44] 

 

 

1.3.2 UV light activated MOS gas sensors 

 

Although nowadays, most of the MOS gas sensors are heat activated ones. But they 

cannot detect flammable, explosive gases and biospecies. To overcome this limit, Saura[34] 

developed the UV activated SnO2 films to detect trichloroethylene and acetone vapor at 

room temperature, which has been follow by many other research groups to investigate in 

this field. A typical UV-light activated MOS gas sensor device in shown in Figure 1.9. 

The sensor usually works inside a sealed chamber with a gas-inlet hole and a gas-outlet 

hole to make sure there is a gas flow. The light source is chosen under the condition that 

the energy provided can trigger the reaction inside the metal oxides. Because this is our 
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main research interest here, the detailed reaction mechanisms will be discussed in Chapter 

2. 

 

	  

Figure 1.9 Scheme of the UV-light activated MOS gas sensor[33] 

 

1.4 Current challenges for UV-light activated gas sensors 

 

Although many scientists have devoted their efforts to UV-light activated MOS gas 

sensors research, the fundamental reaction mechanism is still not very clear. Some 

scientists found that by changing the intensity of the UV light, a maximum sensitivity can 

be found for each analyte in a different location under different intensity values, 

indicating that it is possible to achieve the selectivity of the MOS sensors by varying the 

UV-light intensity. Several theoretic models[37-39] were proposed to discuss the detection 

mechanisms that are involved in the selection process. But no satisfactory results have 
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been found so far. The variation in intensity will not affect the energy states in the MOS 

gas sensor. Therefore a better theory needs to be developed to provide the rationale of the 

selectivity here. 

Moreover, two conflicting reaction mechanisms have been found in the previous studies. 

Jian et al.[40,41] claimed that the reducing agents (RAs) consume charge carriers thus 

decrease the conductivity of the sensing materials. But other groups[36,42,43] found that 

upon injection of RAs the electrons would be released back to the conduction band of the 

MOS, leading to the increase of the conductivity of the sensing materials. Therefore, the 

new theory should also be able to resolve this conflict, which has to be further verified by 

experimental results. 

 

1.5 Thesis overview 

 

The thesis contains five chapters. Chapter 1 made a brief introduction on the different 

types of gas sensors, including electrochemical sensors, catalytic sensors, Infrared sensors 

and MOS sensors. The advantages and disadvantages of these four kinds were also 

discussed. And then two types of MOS gas sensors were introduced. It is followed by the 

detailed literature reviews in Chapter 2. An overview was given on the working 

principles and operating parameters of UV-light activated gas sensors. The remaining 

challenges are also discussed in this chapter. In Chapter 3, a new hypothesis is brought 

about to resolve the problems mentioned in Chapter 2. Chapter 4, experimental 
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procedures, includes the details of device fabrication, gas sensing measurements to 

improve our hypothesis. Finally, the main conclusions of this study are summarized in 

Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

 

2.1 Important parameters for UV-light activated MOS gas sensors 

 

2.1.1 Photoconductivity 

 

The activation of MOS gas sensors needs super band light to trigger. It is found that a 

large current increase was observed on exposing the material to UV-light whose energy is 

larger than the bandgap.[35,40] The increase is typically three to four orders of magnitude.[35] 

The reason for this phenomena is that the electron-hole pairs are generated inside the 

MOS by the UV-light, thus the carrier density and intra-grain conductivity[35] are 

increased. 
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2.1.2 Gas Sensitivity 

 

The sensitivity is often decided by two factors: 1) the minimum concentration of a target 

gas that can be detected by a gas sensor; 2) the response: it is usually defined as, 

𝑆! =
!!!!!
!!

, where 𝑋! is the tested response value in the target gas environment and 𝑋! 

is the response value in air. The 𝑋 can be current, resistance, impedance, etc.  

 

2.1.3 Selectivity 

 

Selectivity is one of the most important characteristics of the MOS sensors. It determines 

whether a sensor can respond selectively to a group of analytes or even specifically to a 

single analyte. It’s not applicable if the sensor cannot tell the type of gas it is detecting. 

Several approaches have been developed to improve the selectivity for the MOS gas 

sensors, the most common strategies are sensor arrays and the use of temperature 

protocols.[48] A selectivity by tuning the UV-light intensity is found recently by some 

scientists. The purpose of this study is to find the reason for this selectivity. 

 

2.1.4 Response and recovery time 

 

The response time is defined as the time required for the 𝑋 reaching 90% of the stable 
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value after injection of the target gas. The recovery time is defined as the time needed for 

the 𝑋 to return to 10% above the initial value in air after cutting off the gas injection. 

The less the time needed, the better the performance of the sensor. For sensors using 

UV-light to activate the reactions, the MOS can remember the illumination event for 

some time[47]. Although the disorder caused by radiation can gradually relax itself after 

turning off the light[47], it is better to introduce some external forces to help eliminating 

this memory effect.  

 

2.1.5 Reversibility 

 

A good sensor should provide a stable and consistent detection performance for each test. 

It is found by J. D. Prades et al[46] that the conductance of ZnO nanowires could not return 

to its initial value after illuminating by UV-light and a persistent photoconductivity (PPC) 

exists in these nanomaterials. This impedes a higher performance for the MOS gas 

sensors. But the PPC can readily be reverted by heating the final devices or passivating 

the sensor surface.[46] 

 

2.1.6 Long-term stability 

 

The gas sensors should provide stable output signal under repetitive exposure to UV-light 
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and testing gas ambient for practical usage. It is required that a sensing device should 

exhibit stable and reproducible signal for the period of at least 2-3 years[49]. The pure 

MOS materials cannot achieve this. Therefore, several strategies like doping, coating, 

changing of the morphology[49] have been adopted by manufactures to achieve long-term 

stabilities for MOS gas sensors. 

 

2.2 Operation mechanism of UV-light activated MOS gas sensors 

 

2.2.1 The band theory 

 

The electrons of an isolated atom occupy atomic orbitals.[52] And molecular orbitals are 

formed by several atomic orbitals when multiple atoms are brought together.[52] As more 

and more molecular orbitals are formed, their energy levels will be very close.[53] 

Eventually, these energy levels form bands of energy. A valence band and a conduction 

band exist within a lattice.[25] The energy difference between these two bands decides the 

type of the material.[25] Three main types of material in band theory are shown in Figure 

2.1. 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic band diagrams of an insulator, semiconductor and conductor.[25] 

 

The large energy gap between the two bands of an insulator, usually more than 5 eV[25], 

impedes the promotion of the electrons from the valence band to the conduction band. 

Thus, no conduction can occur. In conductors there is an overlap between the two 

bands.[54] Therefore, the electrons can flow easily resulting a high conductivity. The 

semiconductors, which are the materials being studied here, have a sufficiently large 

energy gap (0.5-5.0 eV)[25] so a certain external force is needed to help the promotion of 

electrons to the conduction band, such as heating, super-band UV-light exposure et al. 

 

2.2.2 Material choice 

 

Not all the semiconductors can be chosen as sensor materials. The semiconductors 

predominated by ionic bonds (ZnO, SiO2, SnO2) are better sensor materials than those 
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covalent-bonded (Si, Ge, GaAs) for they have better sensing performances.[49] However, 

standard ionic semiconductors (ZnS, CdS) are poor in stability.[49] Thus, metal oxides 

become our best choices for they have relatively low native surface states concentration 

and high stability[49].  

Metal oxides can be classified into two categories[49]: 

l Transition-metal oxides (Fe2O3, NiO, Cr2O3, etc.) and 

l Non-transition-metal oxides, which include (1) pre-transition-metal oxides (MgO, 

etc.) and (2) post-transition-metal oxides (SnO2, etc). 

Transitional metal oxides have 𝑑 atomic orbitals, which results in variable oxidation 

states, are more preferred in surface chemistry modification than the 𝑠 −  and 

𝑝 −symmetry in non-transition-metal oxides.[49] Too much energy is needed to add or 

remove electrons from the cations when non-transition-metal oxides are coordinated with 

O2- ligands. However, the energy difference between a 𝑑!  and 𝑑!!!  or 𝑑!!! 

configuration is rather small.[49] More precisely, transition-metal oxides with 𝑑! and 𝑑!" 

electronic configurations can be used in gas sensing applications.[27] The 𝑑! 

configuration is presented in transition metal oxides (TiO2, V2O5, WO3, etc) and 𝑑!" can 

be found in post-transition-metal oxides (SnO2, etc). 

 

2.2.3 Conduction models 

 

Both n-type (ZnO, SnO2, etc) and p-type (CuO, NiOx, etc) metal oxides can be utilized as 
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gas sensors. Electrons are the majority carriers in n-type metal oxides. The adsorbed 

oxygen species can attract these electrons and reduce conductance. The conductivity of 

n-type semiconductors is increased upon injection of reducing agents and decreased under 

oxidizing atmosphere, whereas a p-type semiconductor is a material that conducts with 

positive holes being the majority carriers. Therefore an opposite phenomena can be 

observed for them. A summary of the response is provided in Table 2.1[25]. 

 

Table 2.1 Sign of resistance change to change in gas atmosphere[25] 

Classification Oxidizing Gases Reducing Gases 

n-type Resistance increase Resistance decrease 

p-type Resistance decrease Resistance increase 

 

Because the most common application is testing reducing agents (RAs) using n-type 

MOS materials, here in this study we will use n-type material reacting with RAs as an 

example. 

The basic working principle of UV-light activated gas sensors is shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2 Schematic diagram of the gas sensing mechanism[36] 

 

In the dark, the oxygen species in the atmosphere are adsorbed on the sensor surface and 

receiving electrons from the MOS. These trapped negative charge causes an upward band 

bending and an electron-depleted region[26] thus the resistance will get higher compared to 

the flat band situation, Figure 2.3.  
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Figure 2.3 Schematic diagram of band bending after chemisorption of charged species; 

𝐸! ,𝐸!   𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝐸! represents conduction band, valence band and Fermi level, respectively; 

∆!"# denotes the thickness of the electron-depleted layer; 𝑒𝑉!"#$%&' represents the 

potential barrier. 

  

When the sensor is shown by UV light that has higher energy than the band gap of the 

semiconductor material, the carrier density or the 𝑒! − ℎ! pairs will increase. And upon 

the creation of excition[36], the previously adsorbed 𝑂!! will become more active species 

as 𝑂!/𝑂!!. Additional photoinduced oxygen ions are created because of the oxygen 

molecules reacting with the photoelectrons and creating 𝑂!!(ℎ𝑣), which is weakly 

bonded to MOS and can be easily removed.[55] The holes in the material will migrate from 
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bulk to surface and react with these adsorbed oxygen species.[55] So the electrons will be 

released back to the conduction band of the semiconductor. As a result, the resistance will 

decrease. When we introduce the reducing agents to the sensor surface, there will be two 

kinds of reactions that may take place:  

1) The RA will react with the adsorbed oxygen species, and again release the electrons 

and the resistance will decrease. The band bending is reversed and electron-depleted 

region is narrowed.[26] Then the Schottky barrier between two grains is lowered[26, 55] and it 

would be easier for electrons to conduct through different grains for the mobility 𝜇 is 

higher[56, 57], Figure 2.4.  

 

	  

Figure 2.4 Structural and band models of conductive mechanism upon exposure to 

reducing agents. (a) with or (b) without CO[26] 
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But this is only suitable for MOS whose grain size is much larger than its Debye length. 

The mechanism is controlled by grain boundaries.[1] There are two other situations: when 

the grain size is barely larger than twice the Debye length, Figure 2.5 (a), a conduction 

channel exists within the grain, whose width 𝐿! decides the conductivity. Therefore, this 

is controlled by neck. The third situation is shown in Figure 2.5 (b). The grain size is 

smaller than twice the Debye length, thus the grain is completely depleted. By reactions 

between the RAs and the adsorbed oxygen, a channel can be opened inside the grain and 

the mobility increases remarkably.   

 

	  

Figure 2.5 Schematic model of MOS grain size and the conducting mechanism. (a) The 

grain size is larger than twice the Debye length; (b) the grain size is smaller than twice the 

Debye length[1] 
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However, such small grains like in Figure 2.5 (a) and (b) have problems of sintering and 

low stability.[1] Hence the most common ones are MOS whose grain size is much larger 

than the Debye length. 

2) The second one is that the RA will react directly with the MOS and the gas will 

consume both electrons and holes. Thus cause the carrier density to decrease and the 

resistance will increase.[40] The processes introduced above can be seen very clearly in 

Figure 2.6. By turning on the light, the resistance will decrease. And if RA reacts with 

MOS the resistance will climb up, however, if RA reacts with oxygen species, the 

resistance will continue to go down. 
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Figure 2.0 Schematic gas sensor response transient 
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2.3 Remaining challenges  

 

2.3.1 Selectivity problem 

 

Selectivity is one of the most important characteristics of the MOS sensors. It’s not 

applicable if the sensor can’t tell the type of gas it’s detecting. De Lacy Costello et al[35], 

Alenezi et al[36] and Comini et al[47] found that by tuning the intensity of the UV light, a 

maximum sensitivity can be found for each analyte in a different location under different 

intensity values, Figure 2.7, indicating that it is possible to achieve the selectivity of the 

MOS sensors by varying the UV-light intensity.  

 

 

 

hexane
	  

m
ethane

	  

propane
	  

ethanol 	  

Figure 2.7 Plot of sensitivity vs. light intensity when nanoparticulate ZnO sensors were 

exposed to four RAs[35] 
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Several theoretic models[37-39] were proposed to discuss the detection mechanisms that are 

involved in the selection process. But no satisfactory results have been found so far. For 

example, a theoretical study, Figure 2.8, found that there should be an increased response 

with increased intensity.[37] But the experimental results say the different. So what’s 

missing in the theoretical study? 

	  

Figure 2.8 Variation of resistance with temperature at different radiation flux density[37] 

 

Since the change in intensity only changes the number of photons emitted per second per 

unit area, and according to the Planck-Einstein relation 𝐸 = !!
!

, where 𝐸 is the energy of 

the emitted photon, ℎ is the Planck constant, 𝑐 is the speed of the light and 𝜆 is the 

wavelength of the photon, the energy of the photon does not change as long as the 

wavelength of the photon remains the same. Thus the variation in intensity will not affect 

the energy states in the MOS gas sensor. However, the amount of chemisorbed oxygen 
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species, which plays a very important role in the sensing mechanism, will be changing 

under various intensities. Therefore a better theory needs to be developed to provide the 

rationale of the selectivity here. 

 

2.3.2 Two conflicting reaction mechanisms 

 

Moreover, two conflicting reaction mechanisms have been found in the previous studies. 

Jian et al.[40, 41] claimed that the reducing agents (RAs) consume charge carriers thus 

decrease the conductivity of the sensing materials. But other groups[36, 42, 43] found that 

upon injection of RAs the electrons would be released back to the conduction band of the 

MOS, leading to the increase of the conductivity of the sensing materials. An example of 

this conflict is given below.  
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Figure 2.9 (a) Light intensity vs. sensitivity for 100 and 300 ppm of ethanol[36]; (b) 

current responses of the ZnO fiber sensor to ethanol gas with different ethanol 

concentrations[40] 

 

The 𝑆! in Figure 2.9 (a) is defined as (𝐼! − 𝐼!)/𝐼!, where 𝐼! is the sensor current 

value in the tested gas environment and 𝐼! is the current value in air. Because 𝑆! is 

positive, the current increased upon injection of ethanol. The chemical reactions given in 

this study are[36]: 

 

𝐶𝐻!𝐶𝐻!𝑂𝐻 + 𝑂! → 𝐶!𝐻!𝑂 + 𝐻!𝑂 + 1𝑒! 

𝐶𝐻!𝐶𝐻!𝑂𝐻 + 𝑂!! → 𝐶!𝐻!𝑂 + 𝐻!𝑂 + 2𝑒! 

 

Those electrons are released back to the conduction band, therefore, the resistance 

decreases. In Figure 2.9 (b), the current decreased in the ethanol atmosphere. The typical 

reactions provided are[40]: 
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𝐶𝐻!𝐶𝐻!𝑂𝐻 + 2ℎ! → 𝐶𝐻!𝐶𝐻𝑂 + 2𝐻! 

𝐶𝐻!𝐶𝐻𝑂 + 2𝑂! + 2ℎ! → 2𝐶𝑂! ↑ +𝐻!𝑂 + 2𝐻! 

2𝐻! + 2𝑒! → 𝐻! 

 

Because the photochemical reactions consume both holes and excited electrons, the 

current of the sensor decreases. Although the two mechanisms given here can explain 

their own experimental results, they can elucidate each other. Therefore, the new theory 

should also be able to resolve this conflict, which has to be further verified by 

experimental results. 
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Chapter 3 Our New Hypothesis and Verification 

 

3.1 Solving the conflict between the two redox processes 

 

A typical current response of a MOS sensor to the UV exposure times is shown in Figure 

3.1 (a)[40]. 

	  
                      (a)                                (b) 
Figure 3.1 (a) Schematic illustration of the current response of a MOS sensor to UV 

irradiation. (b) Schematic illustration of the adsorbed oxygen species on a sensor surface. 
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There are three regions in the current response curve: A is the fast-rise region, B is the 

slow-rise region and C is the constant region. The current rise in region A is attributed to 

the instant generation of electron-hole pairs upon excitation of UV light, which increases 

the carrier density. The slow rise in region B is due to the recombination reaction between 

the adsorbed oxygen species[36] and holes that migrate from bulk to surface. And region C 

is when the concentration of adsorbed oxygen reaches a dynamic equilibrium value. 

Correspondingly, the schematic concentrations of adsorbed oxygen species in three 

regions are shown in Figure 3.1(b). Because the carrier generation process takes place 

instantaneously, the desorption of oxygen species can be negligible in region A, where 

adsorption dominates. The beginning of desorption starts in region B, however. A gradual 

decrease of the oxygen concentration occurs until the stage of dynamic equilibrium 

concentration is reached. Two surface states can be assigned to the MOS surface as 𝛼 

and 𝛽. 𝛼 is where the MOS surface is adsorbed with oxygen species and 𝛽 is where no 

adsorption occurs. Once a RA is introduced, the reaction that takes place in region 𝛼 is 

the chemical reaction between the RAs and adsorbed oxygen ion[36]. If we take ethanol as 

an example, the reactions involved are listed in equations below[36]. 

	  

𝐶𝐻!𝐶𝐻!𝑂𝐻 + 𝑂!(!"#) → 𝐶!𝐻!𝑂 + 𝐻!𝑂 + 1𝑒!	    

𝐶𝐻!𝐶𝐻!𝑂𝐻 + 𝑂!!(!"#) → 𝐶!𝐻!𝑂 + 𝐻!𝑂 + 2𝑒!	    

	    

The electrons will be released from oxygen ions and come back to the conduction band of 

MOS. So the conductivity or photocurrent will increase. This process can be defined as 
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the carrier receiving process for the MOS. On the other hand, the reaction involved in 

region 𝛽 is directly between the MOS and the RAs[41]. The typical reactions are as 

follows[40]: 

	  
𝐶𝐻!𝐶𝐻!𝑂𝐻 + 2ℎ! → 𝐶𝐻!𝐶𝐻𝑂 + 2𝐻!	    

𝐶𝐻!𝐶𝐻𝑂 + 2𝑂! + 2ℎ! → 2𝐶𝑂! ↑ +𝐻!𝑂 + 2𝐻!	    

2𝐻! + 2𝑒! → 𝐻!	    

	    
Because these reactions consume both holes and excited electrons, the conductivity or 

photocurrent decreases. And this process can be described as the carrier consuming 

process. The conflict between the two existing mechanisms found in literature can now be 

explained by the following model; if the reaction is dominated by 𝛼 region, the overall 

current increase will be larger than the decrease. The final outcome that can be observed 

is the net current increase. And the current decrease can be shown when the 𝛽 reaction 

or the carrier consuming reaction dominates. Since the adsorbed oxygen concentration 

can be altered by UV light intensity or exposure time, therefore the photocurrent can 

either be increased or decreased depending on the two processes. 

 

3.2 Solving the selectivity problem 

 

The optimum intensity for an analyte thus takes place at the point where the consumption 

of the carriers begins to exceed the reception of the carriers for the MOS. The selectivity 
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mechanism can now be resolved by this model. Variable RAs react with the oxygen ions 

differently. The reducing ability of the analytes under UV light will affect the redox 

reaction thus influence the amount of oxygen ions desorbed by the analytes as described 

by equations 1 and 2, which will be further illustrated by Figure 3.2. 

 

	  

Figure 3.2 Schematic representation of the influences of UV light intensity and the 

analyte reducing ability under UV light on adsorbed oxygen species concentration. 

	  
A RA with stronger reducing ability under UV light can desorb more oxygen ions than a 

RA with weaker reducing ability. Thus the analyte with stronger reducing ability only 

needs a lower amount of UV light to reach the dynamic equilibrium concentration. And 

the analyte with weaker reducing ability will require stronger intensity to achieve the 

balance. So the differences in RAs’ reducing abilities under UV light will produce 

variable optimum intensities. However, with changing analyte concentration the optimum 

intensity value remains the same, which may be attributed to the saturation of the analyte 
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on the MOS surface. The amount of desorption of oxygen species will not change for 

different analyte concentrations, once the saturation stage is reached. 

 

3.3 Experimental verification 

 

Experiments were therefore designed to prove the proposed reaction mechanism by 

varying the adsorbed oxygen concentration on the MOS surface, and by observing the 

photocurrent change upon acetone injection. Annealing of the MOS sensors in oxygen 

atmosphere will give rise to chemisorbed oxygen[58] and long time UV light exposure can 

reduce the chemisorbed oxygen. 

The experiment results are shown in Figure 3.3. Before annealing, little amount of 

oxygen species was adsorbed on the sensor surface, and the current decreased upon the 

injection of acetone. The decrease in background current after annealing is due to the 

scattering of free carriers by ionized impurities[59] and the increased amount of adsorbed 

oxygen. Sharp increases of the photocurrent can be observed after the injection of acetone. 

And after 24 hours of oxygen desorption by the UV light, the current dropped again. Thus 

a conclusion can be made, such that the variation in adsorbed oxygen concentration 

indeed changes the reaction mechanism between the carrier receiving and consuming 

types. Thus the experimental results support the proposed reaction mechanism for the 

UV-light activated MOS gas sensors.  
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Figure 3.3. Current responses of the ZnO film sensor to acetone vapor under UV 

irradiation: (a) Current response before annealing. (b) Current response after annealing 

under 350°𝐶 for two hours. (c) Current response of the annealed sample after 24 hours of 

UV light treatment. 
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Chapter 4 Experimental Procedures 

 

 

4.1 Sensor material, substrate and fabrication 

 

Nanoparticles of zinc oxide (99.9%, APS 87 nm, specific surface area 15-25 m2/g) were 

obtained from Aldrich Chemical Co. The substrate is shown in Figure 4.1. Two ITO 

stripes are placed on a glass substrate and connected to the electrodes of the testing 

system. The zinc oxide MOS material is placed on top of the two stripes and constitutes 

the electrical circuit.  

The zinc oxide nanopowder was placed in an agate pestle and mortar and a certain 

amount of distilled water was added to form a thick slurry[35]. Then 3 mL of the zinc oxide 

paste was added on the substrate to from a thin film. The sample was dried in room 

temperature and atmosphere for 24 hours. 
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4.2 Sensor testing 

 

The sensor performance was then tested by a Pico Ampere Meter (Keithley 485) as 

shown in Figure 4.1. The voltage applied to the sensor was 10 V. 

	  

	  

Figure 4.1 Schematic diagram of the sensor testing system 

 

The back of the sensor was attached to a fixed point on a white board. A high intensity 
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UV lamp (B-100AP UV lamp, Co. UVP) that peaks at 365 nm was placed 15 inches away 

from the sample to provide an intensity about 3 mW/cm2. The test gas was provided by a 

nitrogen tank containing 200 ppm acetone. The UV light was turned on for 5 minutes 

before the injection of the acetone to gain a relatively stable baseline. The same sample 

must be used for the three conditions: before annealing, after annealing and after 24h of 

UV light treatment. 
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Chapter 4 Conclusion 

 

 

To summarize, a new reaction mechanism based on the concept of dynamic equilibrium 

concentration of adsorbed oxygen was proposed in this report to resolve the selectivity 

mechanism of the UV-light activated MOS gas sensor. The conflict between the two 

existing reaction mechanisms that have not been discussed together was accommodated 

by this new model as well. The optimum intensity was found at the point where the 

consumption of the carriers prevails the releasing of the carriers. All these have been 

approved experimentally by changing the amount of adsorbed oxygen species on the 

sensor surface, where the sensor performance is shown by the photocurrent increase or 

decrease. 
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